
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

_____________________________ to Macheson?1.
(what/she/could/say/?)

What could she have to say

They _______________ all over again with her.2. (past/begin)had to begin

He _______________________ a course in a university to study
chemistry, because of the fact that he was a chemist when he was born.
3.

(past/not/take)

did not have to take

He took what each man ______________.4. (past/give)had to give

Listen to what I ______________ to you.5. (say)have to say

How far could he ride on the cars, and
________________________________?
6.

(how far/he/would/walk/?)how far would he have to walk

They made better time on the return trip, for they
_______________________ slowly along looking for a break in the wire.
7.

(past/not/ride)
did not have to ride

I ______________________ in front of my glass and tell myself who I am.8.
(shall/stand)

shall have to stand

However, the marriage ____________.9. (past/be)had to be

Well, he ______________ pretty hard, I tell you, to get things ready.10.
(past/work)

had to work

But the signals ______________________ each other.11. (not/pass)do not have to pass

But there isn't an inch on the American coast from Maine to Texas or from
Alaska to Southern California that we _________________________.
12.

(not/remember)
don't have to remember

I _____________________ what I know.13. (not/tell)don't have to tell

He ___________________ two hundred women.14. (past/deal with)had to deal with
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One day he ________________ a gift.15. (past/accept)had to accept

An Injun never wants to do work that he _____________________.16.
(not/do)

doesn't have to do

You _____________________ Uncle Dyke Garrett either which were the
happiest days of his long life.
17.

(past/not/ask)
didn't have to ask

You get richer, and you _____________________________ men-of-war.18.
(not/look out for)

don't have to look out for

Cook ______________ away without them.19. (past/sail)had to sail

When he _____________________ to school, the boy went on long walks
with his dog, sometimes down to the beach, and again back in the woods or
along the river or lake.

20.

(past/not/go)

did not have to go
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